
The Future is already here -  

what to expect in the next 5 years 



Humanity will 

change more 

in the next 20 

years than in 

the previous 

300 years



1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128…

We’re at the take-off point on the exponential curve: the next step is 8 not 5!
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Exponential connectivity, data, intelligence, man-machine symbiosis



Pretty much everything is becoming connected, smart, real-time
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Data is the new oil





From physical to digital, gradually then suddenly !
Information 
Media & Entertainment  
Money & Finance 
Transportation, Mobility, Logistics 
Pharma, Health & Medical 
Military, Security & Defense 
Energy & Utilities 
Water & Food

Transportation, Mobility, Logistics 



Disrupted, diminished, dis-intermediated…done



The digital transformation of all industries: new consumer behaviours, new models, new € streams
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The key to future success: platform-models and liquid new ecosystems
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We are going from products to services to experiences 
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Liquid experiences: B2B is next! 





Intelligent Digital Assistants will become as common as smartphones

Source: https://theringer.com/apple-siri-lost-assistant-race-2ffc86fe5dfa#.di8psmr26
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So what will humans do in the future? 



So what will humans do in the future? 

Video via IBM / Youtube



Algorithms (Technology)

Androrithms (Humanity)



We will increasingly work with smart machines, 

freeing up our time for more human-only, non-routine tasks



Anything that can be digitised and automated… will be

Anything that cannot be digitized or automated becomes extremely valuable!



Computers are for answers - people are for questions (Kevin Kelly)





Humanness remains absolutely essential because relationships, trust, 
customer happiness, values and ethics cannot be automated





Tomorrow belongs to those who can hear it coming 
David Bowie


